Political Islam
Adopted From Dr. Bill Warner’s Books

Part 2 Mohammed--If you know Mohammed, then you know Islam. If you do not know
Mohammed, you do not know Islam. Every Muslim’s life goal is to imitate Mohammed in every detail.
Mohammed led a fascinating life— he was a businessman, prophet, politician and warrior. His greatest
invention was a political system that can make all others submit. There have been many great leaders
over the course of history---Julius Caesar, Alexander, Napoleon. But, no one today is being killed for any
of these leaders yet, somewhere in the world today scores are being tortured, beheaded, destroyed for
Mohammed.
Islam begins and ends with Mohammed. The Koran speaks nearly 100 times to follow the life
example of Mohammed. And since we have a great amount of information about his life (Sira is 800
pages and the Hadith) we have no excuse for ignorance as an apologist. You do NOT become a Muslim
by worshipping Allah. You become a Muslim by imitating Mohammed—how he worshipped Allah! The
Koran alone will not do. It is the Sunna (Mohammed’s way of doing things) that makes you a Muslim. We
find this way of doing things in the Sira and Hadith. Mohammed was the perfect husband, father, general,
king, etc.
Have you ever noticed many of the strict Islam
leaders yell a lot--appear angry. That is because
Mohammed was easily angered and they are
copying his lifestyle. You can tell if someone really
understands Islam because the speak much more
of Mohammed than they do the Koran.

Summary of Life of Mohammed
>Orphan as a child, lived in Mecca
>Business man with caravan trading with Syria
became prosperous, well respected, peacemaker
>Very religious took many sabbaticals to prayer
in the wilderness
>Started to hear a voice and saw a vision
completely changed him—he was chosen to
represent the God of all the Universe (later
named Allah)
>Returned to Mecca to preach his vision principles
but caused much anger because very aggressive. Stayed until his protector uncle died. Then
moved to Medina.

Vision Principle 1 Submission—do exactly as I say and do for Paradise. So, basically
condemned all previous generations.

Vision Principle 2 Duality—there are Muslims and there are Kafir

>In Medina became politician and warrior, more aggressive. Everything changed with the tool of Jihad.
Jihad raised vast sums of money. Medina originally half Jewish was soon non-Jewish after the
confiscation of their money. He soon ruled all of Saudi Arabia killing all kafir and destroying their
religious objects. At the end of his life he turned toward Syria to eradicate all Christians and Jews.
There are actually two Mohammeds. The religious-preacher Mohammed and the aggressive warriorpolitician Mohammed. There are two Korans, the religious and the political. “Mohammed the religious
man was not much of a success at all, but Mohammed the political man, and the warrior, was
overwhelmingly successful. In the last nine years of his life he averaged an event of violence every six
weeks. By this process of constant warfare he became the first ruler of all of Arabia.”
(Warner, Bill. A Self-Study Course on Political Islam, Level 1 (p. 11). CSPI Publishing, Inc.. Kindle Edition.)

We might use a measure of how many people killed to indicate the success of a tyrannical leader. Mao
Tse Tung in his lifetime killed or starved 40 millions. Stalin killed 50 million. It is believed that Mohammed
killed 270 million in his lifetime. That is three time Mao and Stalin combined.
Mohammed was also a very intolerant man prone to quick anger. He would have people killed for
criticizing him, from men to little dancing girls. He used jihad to accumulate mass wealth. It is
interesting that before Mohammed, Saudi Arabia was very tolerant religiously, home to some 300 plus
faiths. His intolerance/anger is to be copied which is why in some countries to tell a joke about
Mohammed carries a death penalty and people died over Danish cartoons. Remember to be a Muslim is
to completely copy the lifestyle of Mohammed. Beginning to see why modern jihadists act as they do--angry, intolerant, destruction of kafir religious objects, etc.

